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[

Write your answers in the question paper itself. Be brief and precise. Answer all questions.
]

1. Supply brief (one/two-sentence) answers to the following parts. (2×8)

(a) What is the computational Diffie–Hellman problem inZp?

Solution Giveng,ga
,gb (modp), compute the elementgab (modp).

(b) What is the decisional Diffie–Hellman problem inZp?

Solution Giveng,ga
,gb

,gc (modn), decide whetherc ≡ ab (mod ordp(g)).

(c) What is the parity oracle for textbook RSA encryption?

Solution A (hypothetical) polynomial-time algorithm that, given the RSA ciphertextc of a messagem, returns the least
significant bit ofm.

(d) What is the difference between the security notions CCA and CCA2 for encryption schemes?

Solution In CCA, decryption assistance stops after the challenge ciphertext is presented to the attacker. In CCA2,
decryption assistance does not stop even after the challenge ciphertext is presented to the attacker.

(e) What is adaptive chosen message attack for a digital signature scheme?

Solution The adversary gets the victim’s signatures on messages chosen by the adversary.

(f) Show that RSA signatures are existentially forgeable.

Solution For anys ∈ Zn, takem ≡ se (modn). Then,s is a valid RSA signature onm.

(g) What is the difference between a zero-knowledge proof and a zero-knowledge argument?

Solution In a zero-knowledge proof protocol, the prover is assumed tohave unbounded computational resources. In a
zero-knowledge argument protocol, the prover is assumed tobe bounded (poly-time).

(h) Why cannot we take long challenges in the Schnorr identification protocol?

Solution To prevent a dishonest verifier from getting Schnorr signatures of the prover on sensitive messages.
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2. Let E be a public-key encryption scheme. Define a public-key encryption schemeE ′ as

E ′
pub(m) = Epub(m) || H(m),

whereH is an unkeyed cryptographic hash function. Here,E andE ′ use the same public keypub.

(a) Prove or disprove: IfE is IND-CPA secure, thenE ′ is IND-CPA secure. (4)

Solution False. The appended hash value clearly indicates whetherm0 or m1 was encrypted. The assumption that
H(m0) = H(m1) violates the collision-resistance property ofH. In any case, the IND-CPA adversary can
arrange two messagesm0,m1 satisfyingH(m0) 6= H(m1).

(b) Prove or disprove: IfE is NM-CPA secure, thenE ′ is NM-CPA secure. (4)

Solution False. Like Part (a), it is easy to see thatE ′ is not IND-CPA secure. Now, use the fact that NM-CPA security
implies IND-CPA security (equivalently, IND-CPA insecurity implies NM-CPA insecurity).
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3. Coron’s version of RSA-PSS-R padding scheme is shown in
the adjacent figure. An RSA modulusn is used. The message
m is of bit lengthk0, and the random saltr is of bit lengthk1.
We have|n|= k0+k1+k2+1 for somek2. Two hash functions
H : {0,1}k0+k1 → {0,1}k2 and G : {0,1}k2 → {0,1}k0+k1 are
used. The padded message isy = 0 || u || v. The RSA-PSS-R
signature onm is s ≡ yd (modn), where(e,d) is the RSA key
pair of the signer. Here are the padding computations:

r ∈U {0,1}k1
,

µ = m || r,

u = H(µ),
v = G(u)⊕µ
y = 0 || u || v.

m r

H

G

u v0

(a) Explain how the message is recovered and verified from an RSA-PSS-R signatures. (4)

Solution The padded message is first recovered asy ≡ se (mod n). If the msb ofy is not zero, failure is reported.
Otherwise,y is decomposed tou andv with |u| = k2 and |v| = k0+ k1. Next, µ = G(u)⊕ v is computed. If
H(µ) 6= u, failure is returned. Otherwise, the firstk0 bits of µ are returned as the recovered messagem.

We now prove the security of the scheme against adaptive-chosen-message attacks in the random oracle
model. Assume that there exists a PPT adversary Vera that, upon signing assistance, can produce a forged
RSA-PSS-R signature on some (new) message. The simulator Ronald is a random oracle, and plays the
CMA game with Vera to computeηd (modn) for a randomη input to him.

(b) Explain how Ronald simulates a signing query from Vera. (4)

Solution Let Vera make a signing query onm. Ronald takess ∈U Zn, and computesy ≡ se (modn). Ronald repeats until
the msb ofy is 0, andu does not reside in theG-table of Ronald. Oncey (and sou,v) are fixed, Ronald chooses
a randomk1-bit saltr such thatm || r does not reside in theH-table of Ronald. Ronald then storesH(m || r) = u
andG(u) = v⊕ (m || r). Finally, Ronald returnss to Vera. Under these new hash values,s is evidently a valid
signature onm.
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(c) Explain howG andH oracle queries are answered by Ronald. (4)

Solution A query G(Q) is attended in the usual manner. IfQ resides in theG-table, the stored value is returned.
Otherwise, a uniformly randomk0+ k1-bit string is returned.

For a queryH(Q), Ronald first looks at hisH-table. If the query was made earlier, the stored value is returned.
Otherwise, Ronald repeats computingx ∈U Zn, z ≡ xe (modn), andy ≡ ηz (modn) until the msb ofy is 0,
and the correspondingu does not reside in theG-table. Ronald setsH(Q) = u andG(u) = v⊕Q, remembersx
againstQ, and returnsu to Vera.

(d) Explain how Ronald achieves his objective of computingηd (modn). (4)

Solution At the end, Vera produces a valid signatures on some messagem. Notice thatm was not signed by Ronald.
However, the signature corresponds to a salt valuer. It is very improbable for Vera to create the forged signature
s without knowingH(m || r). So with overwhelmingly large probability, Vera has made the queryH(m || r).

Ronald now hasu = H(m || r), v = G(u)⊕ (m || r), andy = 0 || u || v. Moreovery ≡ zη (modn), so the forged
signature iss ≡ yd ≡ zdηd ≡ xηd (modn). Since Ronald rememberedx in connection with the queryH(m || r),
he can now computeηd ≡ x−1s (modn).
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4. Alice wants to convince Bob that she can generate valid ElGamal signatures.Let g ∈ Z
∗
p be an element of

large prime orderq. Alice’s key pair consists ofx ∈U Zq (the private key) andy ≡ gx (mod p) (the public
key). Alice’s knowledge ofx allows her to generate valid ElGamal signatures. However, to avoid chosen
message attacks, she must not usex itself for generating signatures.

Commitment Alice choosest ∈U Z
∗
q, and sendst to Bob.

Challenge Bob chooses a random messagem ∈U Zq, and sendsm to Alice.

Response Alice choosesk ∈U Zq. She then computesr ≡ gk (mod p) ands ≡ k−1(m− txr) (modq).
Alice sends(r,s) to Bob.

(a) Explain the verification step by Bob. (4)

Solution We havem ≡ sk + txr (mod p). So gm ≡ (gk)s(gx)tr (mod p), that is, Bob accepts Alice if and only if
gm ≡ rsytr (modp).

(b) Deduce the completeness and soundness-error probabilities of the protocol. (4)

Solution Clearly, if Alice knowsx, she can compute the correct response(r,s), soε = 1.

Now, suppose that Alice is a cheating prover. She does not know x. Equivalently, she does not knowtx.
But then, producing a valid response to a messagem chosen by Bob is equivalent to generating an ElGamal
signature under the signing keytx. Therefore the soundness-error probability is the same as Alice’s probability
of forging ElGamal signatures without knowing the signing key. Since the message is chosen by Bob, this is not
existential forgery. So under the assumption that ElGamal signatures are secure, the soundness-error probability
is negligible.
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(c) Prove the zero-knowledge property of the protocol. (4)

Solution An equator uses existential forgery. It choosest,u,v ∈U Zq (with v 6= 0). It takesr ≡ guyv (modp). Verification
requiresgm ≡ (guyv)sytr (modp). So the equator can takevs+ tr ≡ 0 (modq), that is,s ≡−v−1tr (modq), and
m ≡ su ≡−v−1tru (modq). The equated transcript ist,m,r,s.
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5. A zero-knowledge protocol is calledspecially sound if the use of the same commitment value in two different
runs of the protocol discloses to the verifier (or any eavesdropper) the private input of the prover.

(a) Show that the Schnorr identification protocol is specially sound. (4)

Solution Let k be the same committal used in two runs of the Schnorr protocol. For two different challengesc1,c2, the
responses arer1 ≡ k−xc1 (modq) andr2 ≡ k−xc2 (modq). Elimination ofk givesr1+xc1 ≡ r2+xc2 (modq).
Therefore ifc1 6≡ c2 (modq), we havex ≡ (c1− c2)

−1(r2− r1) (modq).

(b) Is the protocol of Exercise 4 specially sound? (4)

Solution No. Here,t is the commitment. Even if it remains the same in two runs, thesession secretk is assumed to be
different in the two runs. So Bob (or an eavesdropper) sees two ElGamal signatures of Alice under the private
key tx (modq). If Bob gains the knowledge ofx, he also knows the private keytx (modq). But no such attack
on the ElGamal signature scheme is known. Of course, ift remains constant in many runs of the protocol, Bob
can potentially mount a chosen-message attack which may reveal tx (and sox) to him. But only two runs are
believed to be insufficient. However, if botht andk are repeated in two runs, thenx is disclosed to Bob.
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